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Abstract

The objective of study was education system options such as �ood�e�� �ducation systems offe�� many�ood�e�� �ducation systems offe�� many�� �ducation systems offe�� many 
activities with va��ious p��ocedu��es fo�� imp�ementation within a cou��se�� The benefit is an advantage of the 
��e�ative�y �a��ge va��iety of options, but the question stands on thei�� uti�ity and comp�exity of imp�ementation�� 
Fo�� the eva�uation of individua� activities, they must accept the dynamic and dive��se needs of students�� 
A good sta��ting point is the va��iety of teaching mate��ia�s and the addition of such activities such as 
Database, G�ossa��y, o�� Link to fi�e o�� web�� An ana�ysis of these options is ��ea�ized by Pet��i Nets with 
suppo��t simu�ation�� The p��ofit is the avai�abi�ity of an additiona� ana�ysis with an incidence mat��ix and 
��eachab�e ma��kings�� Rea�ized ana�ysis confi��ms a �ess impo��tant of Database and G�ossa��y activities 
compa��ed with Link to fi�e o�� web, o�� Test��
Key words: education, info��mation, the Inte��net, know�edge, Pet��i Nets, simu�ation.

Introduction

the process of education is continuous. the need for education is visible regardless of 
age, gender, job title, or level of education achieved. educational quality affects not only the 
quality of educational materials and teachers, but also the possibility of accommodating the 
personal preferences of a dynamic information society. these needs are pervasive and affect 
people’s everyday activities. the availability of information is not a problem; the internet offers 
a plethora of information for everybody and from anywhere. it is a great pity that information is 
not knowledge. We require knowledge about a given business area, as well as knowledge about 
software and hardware for the support of realized activities. information technology products 
are ubiquitous, and information literacy creates differences in the ways of problem solving. 
Knowledge about given software and its use in practice for a better competitive advantage is 
one of the bases of success.

the educational environment uses the support of information technology on the basis 
of special education products, internet sources, and various forms of e-learning with support 
systems such as moodle �moodle�. standard structure of actual courses contains own teachingmoodle �moodle�. standard structure of actual courses contains own teaching standard structure of actual courses contains own teaching 
materials divided into chapters. teaching materials are offered available in various formats. 
for adding teaching materials in moodle system, the teacher has the menu �add teachingmoodle system, the teacher has the menu �add teaching system, the teacher has the menu �add teaching 
materials”. this menu disposals with items as create legend, create text page, create web 
pages, link to file or web. the moodle system offers next learning activities to supportmoodle system offers next learning activities to support system offers next learning activities to support 
interactive communication. these abilities are offered for teachers via the �add an activity” 
menu with items like public inquiry, database, list of questions, forum, chat, test, Wiki, 
lesson, scorm, Glossary. teachers have these activities available in the form of a standard 
menu in �edit” mode for a given course. students are likely to take teaching materials in various 
forms. public interest is aimed toward videos and simulations. the reason is that these materials 
are dynamic, incorporating visual effects.
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the problems from the area of education are widely-known in the czech republic. many 
papers, analyses, and scientific publications are dedicated to this subject area. the main barriers 
for systematic training and preferred directions of education are specified. �adult education in 
czech republic, 2009� these barriers are financial performance, little time, lack of motivation, 
low awareness, and a lack of confidence in the effectiveness of further education to find work. 
Knowledge and skills are needed for our everyday operations. the nature of business activities 
has changed. people rely on available information that transfer based tools, skills, and experience 
to knowledge with competitive advantage. europe will need to reach an employment rate of 
almost 74% for the labor market demand to be satisfied. the goal of the lisbon strategy is 
currently 70%. �future skill needs in europe, 2009� in this situation, the request for optimal 
education with needed knowledge, competences, and skills grows more and more. the dismal 
fact still exists that there are discrepancies between existing and needed knowledge and skills. 
this situation causes a very dynamic development in our information global society. education 
must respect conditions, requirements, and preferences. new methods of access and knowledge 
are required for creative learning and innovative teaching, namely: curricula, pedagogies and 
assessments, teacher education, ict and digital media, and educational culture and leadership.ict and digital media, and educational culture and leadership. and digital media, and educational culture and leadership. 
�cachia, r., ferrari, a., ala-mutka, K., punie, y., 2010�cachia, r., ferrari, a., ala-mutka, K., punie, y., 2010��

the role of knowledge is also important from the future view on development. among 
the sources of economic growth in a globalized world economy, knowledge is arguably the most 
important one. �Knowledge creation and Growth, 2010� in this context the level of education in 
the czech republic lags slightly behind the trend. for example, the average length of training 
is shorter (14.6 years - the EU average is 16.7 years), and education is less intense. (�ra��tov�,�ra��tov�, 
2001� the question is how to acquire needed knowledge and skills in a better and quicker 
manner. a similarly urgent question exists in the area of existing information technology 
products. the answer to this question is closely linked to education.

better skills and knowledge of users are obtained in the learning process. the education 
has many ways for the resolution of given needs. first of all, teachers in modern classrooms are 
no longer lecturers, they are facilitators. their main task is to set goals and organize the learning 
process accordingly. �szucs, 2009� the student must only start playing and regarding methodsszucs, 2009� the student must only start playing and regarding methods, 2009� the student must only start playing and regarding methods 
of maintenance, setup, or production via relevant menus, commands, or links. students have 
a personal preference and disposition to use offered materials. designed teaching materials 
can be freely compared to web pages. one material can contain a number of links, images, 
animations, audio and video sequences, questions, or simply text. it only depends on the author 
of the material, which designs are selected. 

Needs and P��io��ities in �ducation

there is great potential for open cooperation based on team building between student 
and tutor, tutor and student, student and student, tutor and tutor. teachers showed priority to 
content knowledge �their subject� over the general characteristic features like ‘empathy’ or 
‘creativity’. �szucs, 2009� the empathy and creativity of education enable students to realizeszucs, 2009� the empathy and creativity of education enable students to realize, 2009� the empathy and creativity of education enable students to realize 
their educational potential by creating a networked learning community. their participants 
can easily access the information they need. information technology offers new methods of 
education and a new level of understanding. nowadays, specialists in very narrow fields have 
big advantages in comparison to those with more vague and broad qualifications, but because 
technology develops very quickly, „narrow” specialists are not able to keep up. �amosava, 2011�amosava, 2011�� 
the availability of a creative online environment is growing and it is increasingly taking the 
place in educational activities. We must also remember the preferences of the young generation. 
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44 this generation is network-oriented �„net-centered”� and is able to use the web to create its own 
learning pathways that are customized to their pace, are available at request, and are customized 
to their needs. �education in the information society� for example, m. prensky �prensky, 2011�prensky �prensky, 2011�, 2011� 
identifies the main characteristics of net-generation students. they

•	 are used to getting information quickly,
•	 are familiar with multitasking,
•	 prefer graphics over text information,
•	 work better if they have a network �and can co-operate�,
•	 are accustomed when work is linked to frequent evaluation and rewards �like in 

computer games�.
the responsible teacher must optimally transmit a necessary quorum of information for 

further use of a selected information technology product with required methods and knowledge. 
teachers must respect that the users �students� must have a skill set that allows him or her to 
probe and explore problems, to find and critically evaluate information, to work productively as 
a member of a team. �colgoni �� eyles, 2010� education has tools for promoting and developingcolgoni �� eyles, 2010� education has tools for promoting and developing, 2010� education has tools for promoting and developing 
the potential of each individual with the support of information technology. the question is 
which menus and activities are to be used for better education.

Methodology of Research

petri nets were chosen to analyze selected activities �database, Glossary, and link to file 
or web� from moodle. petri nets are primary used for simulation parallel and concurrent systemsmoodle. petri nets are primary used for simulation parallel and concurrent systems. petri nets are primary used for simulation parallel and concurrent systems 
to describe state changes in a system with transitions. the created model specifies important 
features of a given reality and they enable to better know the studied system. this analysis is 
centered on the description of parallelisms for selected teacher activities with classic analysis 
possibilities. this is the reason for select petri nets to analyse on base simulation. simulationanalyse on base simulation. simulationon base simulation. simulation 
requires an executable and hence a formal model of the software. a graphical visualisationvisualisation 
of the model is equally important to enhance the understanding of the software requirements. 
�Gold, 2004� the default structure of petri nets is defined as <p, t, i, o, h>, where p is final 
set of places, t is final set of transitions, i are input functions, o are output functions, and h are 
inhibitory functions. marking the petri nets is the multi-set over set of places:

∑p∈P � (p) ´p = � (p1) ´p1 + � (p2) ´p2 + … + � (p|P|) ´p|P| (�ochan���ov�, ����)�ochan���ov�, ����), ����)
classic analysis of petri nets for models is realized with incidence matrix and set of 

reachable markings. the definition incidence matrix is C = OT-IT (�ochan���ov�, ����). �ene�it�ochan���ov�, ����). �ene�it, ����). �ene�it 
is easily demonstrated by offered activities and their confrontation.

realized own models are created in simulating program of petri nets hpsim. �petrihpsim. �petri. �petri 
nets tools database Quick overview� for correct analysis of real situations, object access is 
used. a created class of objects is defined by attributes and accessible methods. net objects are 
transition, place, and arc. the model creator must draw needed places for available windows 
from moodle, transitions as ways to change through the menu, or buttons. places and transitionsmoodle, transitions as ways to change through the menu, or buttons. places and transitions, transitions as ways to change through the menu, or buttons. places and transitions 
must be linked via oriented edges. places are drawn as circles, transitions are rectangles, and 
edges are arcs.

Samp�e of Resea��ch and Data Ana�ysis

the following rows show a practical application analysis with petri nets for creating 
a database as one of the available activities of the moodle for the course �database systems.”moodle for the course �database systems.” for the course �database systems.” 
the model describes the given reality with objects of petri nets; it is displayed in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Method simulation for creating a database in Moodle (source: self-cre-
ated model). 

the start point is place course�list �p1�. this place displays the screen with registeredcourse�list �p1�. this place displays the screen with registered this place displays the screen with registered 
courses of tutor. the next route leads through the transition select�course �t1� to placeselect�course �t1� to place to place 
course�identification �p2�. the transition rests in the selection of a course by the mouse and the transition rests in the selection of a course by the mouse and 
the scroll-bar. place p2 displays on the screen a visually marked record of the course. next steps 
are intuitive. model build follows defined places:

•	 course�list �p1� �� displays a list of registered courses. �� displays a list of registered courses.
•	 course�identification �p2� �� displays a visually marked name of the specified �� displays a visually marked name of the specified 

course.
•	 course�information �p3� �� displays specified groups of information, materials, �� displays specified groups of information, materials, 

and activities for editing.
•	 study�activities �p4� �� accesses offered activities. �p4� �� accesses offered activities.
•	 database �p5� �� accesses needed information about database.
•	 name �p5-1��� commonsettings �p5-14� �� accesses items for creation of�p5-1��� commonsettings �p5-14� �� accesses items for creation of �p5-14� �� accesses items for creation ofp5-14� �� accesses items for creation of-14� �� accesses items for creation of 

database.
•	 course�displaycontent �p6� �� displays actual information about the course. �� displays actual information about the course.

needed transitions of the defined model are:
•	 select�course �t1� �� searches specified course �specified via scroll bar�. �t1� �� searches specified course �specified via scroll bar�.
•	 display�content�course �t2� �� selects needed information about selected �t2� �� selects needed information about selected 

course �selects course by mouse�.
•	 editing�course �t3� �� specifies the edit mode of needed information, materials, �t3� �� specifies the edit mode of needed information, materials, 

and activities of a course �button activate edit mode�.
•	 add�study�activity �t4� �� specifies the menu for the creation needed �t4� �� specifies the menu for the creation needed 
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an activity�.

•	 editlistitems-database �t5� �� accessible registered items for database �t5� �� accessible registered items for database 
creation.

•	 saveandreturntocourse �t6� �� confirms registered information created by �t6� �� confirms registered information created by 
edit process �button save and return to course�.

•	 return�listcourses �t7� �� displays all registered courses of teacher for next �� displays all registered courses of teacher for next 
course select �button deactivate edit mode to end the editing�.

Results of Research

the validity of the defined model is verified by starting the given simulation. a route 
cycle is built from place p1 via specified transitions and places. places p5-1, p5-2, to p5-14 
illustrate items for database editing. if the teacher ends the edit mode, it is important to confirm 
the �deactivate edit mode” button. this activity is represented by transition t7. the next route 
returns to place p1. after creating the database for the first time, the teacher must build a new 
field. it is an easy activity because new fields are formed by selecting available items like 
date, image, file, text �only one row�, text �more rows�, or url. a useful alternative is to 
select a file as an attachment or a link to a source on the internet. the created model is a good 
starting point for further professional analysis. this analysis is used in a standard way with 
an incidence matrix and set of reachable markings. to illustrate the incidence matrix and the 
reachable markings, please see table 1.

Table 1. An analysis for a model with an incidence matrix and reachable 
               markings.

Incidence matrix t1→M1 t2→M2 t3→M3 t4→M4 t5→M5 t6→M6 t7→M0
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 M0 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

p1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
p2 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
p3 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
p4 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
p5 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
p5-1 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-2 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-3 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-4 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-5 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-6 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-7 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-8 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-9 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-10 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-11 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-12 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-13 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p5-14 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
p6 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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or link to file or web� is available. for example, creating glossaries involves approximately the 
same volume of work. there are sixteen items to specification of the name, description, Glos-
sary type, display alphabet, or evaluation with mark.

Discussion

moodle analysis is dedicated study like �the beginning of electronic testing of students analysis is dedicated study like �the beginning of electronic testing of students 
o� the English Department” �rom Masary� University in �rno. (�ictumov� �� Mi����, ���4)�ictumov� �� Mi����, ���4), 2004� 
analysis interest is focused on electronic testing, and comparison electronic and standard 
tests. experiences from electronic testing were positive, and authors decided about transfer to 
this form future examines test. the new method brought time savings, greater objectivity, and 
flexibility. another study from ctu in prague �using moodle to support e-learning softwarectu in prague �using moodle to support e-learning software in prague �using moodle to support e-learning softwaremoodle to support e-learning software to support e-learning software 
Project Management course” analyzes experience with support teaching (�u�e�, ����). �u-�u�e�, ����). �u-, 2005�. au-
thor appreciates that distribution of materials was practical and save time. the course included 
description, needed links to teaching materials, questions and tests. in both cases, teacher ac-
tivity as �link to file or web” is used with enthusiasm. the teacher must only specify items 
like name, describe, link to file or url. on the other hand, �database” activity is not used, 
because it is not such useful. it would be appropriate to merge the database with other activi-
ties �as Glossary�. database is used for storing various data and their further processing. the 
database has high potential in relation to information systems. these procedures also create 
free space to add availability for creating simple recording.

Conclusions

dynamic and global influences have reached our lives, business activities, firms, organi-
zations, and society. these influences must lead into dynamic and global changes in education. 
the barriers and needs of students are well-known. users demand quick resolutions of their 
own and social preferences. the problem is how education secures many different preferences. 
the important requirement is to have optimal knowledge and skills. a good resolution is vari-
ability and visual occurrence in supporting simulations and video recordings. teachers must use 
a wide spectrum of study materials and activities. for example, the moodle education systemmoodle education system education system 
offers an interested person more than fifteen options to access educational materials, but all are 
not equally useful. an effective and frequently used menu is the �link to file or web” activity. 
the teacher must specify only three fields. more effort must be made by the teacher in creating 
database or Glossary. these activities are specified by fourteen to sixteen items. the effects 
of both activities are almost identical. it would be best to consolidate these activities and add a 
recording option.
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